Photo supplement

Explanatory note: The photographs below are organized by main section heading. When a photograph corresponds to a diagram in the paper, that is noted.

Getting in line
A predominantly straight line:

A line with a simple curve:
Deviation ratified:

![Image of people waiting in a line, possibly at a train station.]

Deviation not ratified:

![Image of people standing with luggage, possibly at a train station.]
Turns

Group ambiguates trajectory (2 consecutive photos, corresponds to figure 5)
Sharp turn occasioned by divergence in two senses of “behind” (consecutive photographs correspond to figure 7):
Sharp turn necessitated by physical obstacle:
Developmental aberrations

Two cases of multiple inception, with lines concurrently developing to both sides of stairway:
Bifurcation around physical obstacle (corresponds to figure 9):

Bifurcation in proximity to physical obstacle (to right—not visible; corresponds to figure 10)